
1.  Unscrew battery cap and insert battery as shown in picture below and replace battery 
cap or pressure switch.  Press the pressure switch pad to test the laser.  Do not look 
into laser aperture when testing.

2.  Install laser sight onto mount  if included.  Be sure the lines on the mount and laser 
sight are aligned for easy adjustment. Do not over tighten screws! The Middle screw on 
the mt61167 mount will hold the laser in place in the mount. The outer two screws will 
hold the mount to the rail. Do not overtighten the screws!

3.  To make adjustments for windage and elevation: Unscrew the lens cap and locate the 
four adjustment screws.  Loosen the screws (with supplied allen wrench) opposite 
before tightening (i.e. If you want to move the laser beam up, loosen the top screw, 
tighten the bottom screw, then snug the top screw back to lock laser module in place). 
Repeat for windage.  Avoid over tightening to prevent stripping screws. Only loosen the 
adjustment screws with battery installed. Make sure they are snug when finished 
adjusting. The four point adjustment system is the most solid system on the market.

4.  Replace lens cap when done aiming the laser sight and place the pressure switch where 
it is convenient to use.
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Trouble Shooting your 
Green Laser

If you experience trouble with your 
Ls8100 green laser, first check to see if 
the issue is the laser or the switch. 
Occasionally the switches to fail. 

Remove the switch from the unit and use 
something metal (key, screwdriver, 
paperclip, etc) and “short” out the 
positive terminal of the battery to the 
housing/body of the laser unit. If the 
laser lights up, the issue is the switch. 
contact Aimshot for a replacement.

If the laser does not light up, unscrew 
the lens cap and make sure the four 
adjustment screws are snug to the laser 
module. If they are loose, the power will 
not make the circuit to get power to the 
laser module and it will not light up.
 
If you have any questions about the 
operation of the laser unit, the included 
accessories (mounts or switches) please 
contact Aimshot at the numbers below 
for technical assistance!

aimshot@aimshot.com - 678-845-8899
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